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Abstract

We consider a setting of Slepian–Wolf coding, where the random bin of the source vector undergoes
channel coding, and then decoded at the receiver, based on additional side information, correlated
to the source. For a given distribution of the randomly selected channel codewords, we propose a
universal decoder that depends on the statistics of neither the correlated sources nor the channel,
assuming first that they are both memoryless. Exact analysis of the random–binning/random–
coding error exponent of this universal decoder shows that it is the same as the one achieved
by the optimal maximum a–posteriori (MAP) decoder. Previously known results on universal
Slepian–Wolf source decoding, universal channel decoding, and universal source–channel decoding,
are all obtained as special cases of this result. Subsequently, we outline further generalizations of
our results in several directions, including: (i) finite–state sources and finite–state channels, along
with a universal decoding metric that is based on Lempel–Ziv parsing, (ii) arbitrary sources and
channels, where the universal decoding is with respect to a given class of decoding metrics, and (iii)
full (symmetric) Slepian–Wolf coding, where both source streams are separately fed into random–
binning source encoders, followed by random channel encoders, which are then jointly decoded by
a universal decoder.
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1 Introduction

Universal decoding for unknown channels is a topic that attracted considerable attention throughout

the last four decades. In [9], Goppa was the first to offer the maximum mutual information (MMI)

decoder, which decodes the message as the one whose codeword has the largest empirical mutual

information with the channel output sequence. Goppa proved that for discrete memoryless channels

(DMC’s), MMI decoding attains capacity. Csiszár and Körner [4, Theorem 5.2] have further showed

that the random coding error exponent of the MMI decoder, pertaining to the ensemble of the

uniform random coding distribution over a certain type class, achieves the same random coding

error exponent as the optimum, maximum likelihood (ML) decoder. Ever since these early works

on universal channel decoding, a considerably large volume of research work has been done, see,

e.g., [3], [7], [8], [11], [13], [14], [16], [25], for a non–exhaustive list of works on memoryless channels,

as well as more general classes of channels.

At the same time, considering the analogy between channel coding and Slepian–Wolf (SW) source

coding, it is not surprising that universal schemes for SW decoding, like the minimum entropy (ME)

decoder, have also been derived, first, by Csiszár and Körner [4, Exercise 3.1.6], and later further

developed by others in various directions, see, e.g., [1], [6], [10], [26], [27], [31].

Much less attention, however, has been devoted to universal decoding for joint source–channel

coding, where both the source and the channel are unknown to the decoder, Csiszár [2] was the

first to propose such a universal decoder, which he referred to as the generalized MMI decoder. The

generalized MMI decoding metric, to be maximized among all messages, is essentially1 given by the

difference between the empirical input–output mutual information of the channel and the empirical

entropy of the source. In a way, it naturally combines the concepts of MMI channel decoding and

ME source decoding. But the emphasis in [2] was inclined much more towards upper and lower

bounds on the reliability functions, whereas the universality of the decoder was quite a secondary

issue. Consequently, later articles that refer to [2] also focus, first and foremost, on the joint source–

channel reliability function and not really on universal decoding. We are not aware of subsequent

works on universal source–channel decoding other than [15], which concerns a completely different

setting, of zero–delay coding.

In this work, we consider universal joint source–channel decoding in a setting that is more general

than that of [2], and we also further extend it in several directions. In particular, we consider the

communication system depicted in Fig. 1, which is described as follows: A source vector u, emerging

from a discrete memoryless source (DMS), undergoes Slepian–Wolf encoding (random binning) at

rate R, followed by channel coding (random coding). The discrete memoryless channel (DMC)

output y is fed into the decoder, along with a side information (SI) vector v, correlated to the source

u, and the output of the decoder, û, should agree with u with probability as high as possible. Our

first goal is to characterize the exact exponential rate of the expected error probability, associated

with the optimum MAP decoder, where the expectation is over the joint ensemble of the random

1Strictly speaking, Csiszźar’s decoding metric is slightly different, but is asymptotically equivalent to this definition.
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binning encoder and the random channel code. We refer to this exponential rate as the random–

binning/random–coding error exponent. Our second goal is to show that this error exponent is also

achieved by a universal decoder, that depends neither on the statistics of the source, nor of the

channel, and which is similar to Csiszár’s generalized MMI decoder. Beyond the fact this model is

more general than the one in [2] (in the sense of including the random binning component as well as

decoder SI), the assertion of the universal optimality of the generalized MMI decoder is somewhat

stronger here than in [2]. In [2] the performance of the generalized MMI decoder is compared

directly to an upper bound on the joint source–channel reliability function, and the claim on the

optimality of this decoder is asserted only in the range where this bound is tight. Here, on the

other hand (similarly as in earlier works on universal pure channel decoding), we argue that the

generalized MMI decoder is always asymptotically as good as the optimal MAP decoder, in the

error exponent sense, no matter whether or not there is a gap between the achievable exponent and

the upper bound on the reliability function.

decoderSI channel

channelchannel encoder

(random binning)

source encoderu j x

y

v

û

Figure 1: Slepian–Wolf source coding, followed by channel coding. The source u is source–channel encoded,
whereas the correlated SI v (described as being generated by a DMC fed by u) is available at the
decoder.

One of the motivations for studying this model is that it captures, in a unified framework, several

important special cases of communication systems, from the perspective of universal decoding.

1. Separate source coding and channel coding without SI: letting v be degenerate.

2. Pure SW source coding: letting the channel be clean (y ≡ x) and assuming the channel

alphabet to be very large (so that the probability for two or more identical codewords would

be negligible).
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3. Pure channel coding: letting the source be binary and symmetric, and the SI be degenerate.

4. Joint source–channel coding with and without SI: letting the binning rate R be sufficiently

high, so that probability of ambiguous binning (i.e., when two or more source vectors are

mapped into the same bin) is negligible. In this case, the mapping between source vectors

and channel input vectors is one–to–one with high probability, and therefore, this is a joint

source–channel code.

5. Systematic coding: letting the SI channel (from u to v) in Fig. 1 be identical to the main

channel (from x to y), and then the SI channel may represent transmission of the systematic

(uncoded) part of the code (see discussions on this point of view also in [18] and [29]).

In addition to studying the above described model, we also outline further extensions of our

setting in several directions. These include:

1. Extending the scope from memoryless sources and channels to finite–state sources and finite–

state channels. Here, the universal joint source-channel decoding metric is based on Lempel–

Ziv (LZ) parsing, with the inspiration of [32].

2. Further extending the scope to arbitrary sources and channels, but allowing a given, limited

class of reference decoding metrics. We propose a universal joint source–channel decoder with

the property that, no matter what the underlying source and channel may be, this universal

decoder is asymptotically as good as the best decoder in the class for these source and channel.

This extends the recent study in [24], from pure channel coding to joint source–channel coding.

3. Generalizing to the model to separate encodings (source binning followed by channel coding)

and joint decoding of two correlated sources (see Fig. 2). Here the universal decoder must

handle several types of error events (more details in the sequel).

Finally, a few words are in order concerning the error exponent analysis. The ensemble of codes

in our setting combines random binning (for the source coding part) and random coding (for the

channel coding part), which is somewhat more involved than ordinary error exponent analyses that

involve either one but not both. This requires quite a careful analysis, in two steps, where in the

first, we take the average probability of error over the ensemble of random binning codes, for a

given channel code, and at the second step, we average over the ensemble of channel codes. The

latter employs the type class enumeration method [19, Chap. 6], which has already proved rather

useful as a tool for obtaining exponentially tight random coding bounds in various contexts (see,

e.g., [20], [21], [22], [23] for a sample), and this work is no exception in that respect, as the resulting

error exponents are tight for the average code.

The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we establish notation

conventions, formalize the model and the problem, and finally, review some preliminaries. Section

3 provides the main result along with some discussion. The proof of this result appears in Section

4, and finally, Section 5 is devoted for outlining the various extensions described above.
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2 Notation Conventions, Problem Setting and Preliminaries

2.1 Notation Conventions

Throughout the paper, random variables will be denoted by capital letters, specific values they may

take will be denoted by the corresponding lower case letters, and their alphabets will be denoted by

calligraphic letters. Random vectors and their realizations will be denoted, respectively, by capital

letters and the corresponding lower case letters, both in the bold face font. Their alphabets will

be superscripted by their dimensions. For example, the random vector X = (X1, . . . ,Xn), (n –

positive integer) may take a specific vector value x = (x1, . . . , xn) in X n, the n–th order Cartesian

power of X , which is the alphabet of each component of this vector. Sources and channels will be

denoted by the letter P , Q, or W , subscripted by the names of the relevant random variables/vectors

and their conditionings, if applicable, following the standard notation conventions, e.g., QX , PY |X ,

and so on. When there is no room for ambiguity, these subscripts will be omitted. To avoid

cumbersome notation, the various probability distributions will be denoted as above, no matter

whether probabilities of single symbols or n–vectors are addressed. Thus, for example, PU (u) (or

P (u)) will denote the probability of a single symbol u ∈ U , whereas PU (u) (or P (u)) will stand

for the probability of the n–vector u ∈ Un. The probability of an event E will be denoted by

Pr{E}, and the expectation operator with respect to (w.r.t.) a probability distribution P will be

denoted by E{·}. The entropy of a generic distribution Q on X will be denoted by H(Q). For

two positive sequences an and bn, the notation an
·
= bn will stand for equality in the exponential

scale, that is, limn→∞
1
n

log an

bn
= 0. Accordingly, the notation an

·
= 2−n∞ means that an decays at

a super–exponential rate (e.g., double–exponentially). Unless specified otherwise, logarithms and

exponents, throughout this paper, should be understood to be taken to the base 2. The indicator

function of an event E will be denoted by I{E}. The notation [x]+ will stand for max{0, x}. The

minimum between two reals, a and b, will frequently be denoted by a∧b. The cardinality of a finite

set, say A, will be denoted by |A|.

The empirical distribution of a sequence x ∈ X n, which will be denoted by P̂x, is the vector of

relative frequencies P̂x(x) of each symbol x ∈ X in x. The type class of x ∈ X n, denoted T (x),

is the set of all vectors x′ with P̂x′ = P̂x. When we wish to emphasize the dependence of the

type class on the empirical distribution, say Q, we will denote it by T (Q). Information measures

associated with empirical distributions will be denoted with ‘hats’ and will be subscripted by the

sequences from which they are induced. For example, the entropy associated with P̂x, which is the

empirical entropy of x, will be denoted by Ĥx(X). Again, the subscript will be omitted whenever

it is clear from the context what sequence the empirical distribution was extracted from. Similar

conventions will apply to the joint empirical distribution, the joint type class, the conditional

empirical distributions and the conditional type classes associated with pairs of sequences of length

n. Accordingly, P̂xy would be the joint empirical distribution of (x,y) = {(xi, yi)}
n
i=1, T (x,y) or

T (P̂xy) will denote the joint type class of (x,y), T (x|y) will stand for the conditional type class

of x given y, Ĥxy(X,Y ) will designate the empirical joint entropy of x and y, Ĥxy(X|Y ) will be
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the empirical conditional entropy, Îxy(X;Y ) will denote empirical mutual information, and so on.

2.2 Problem Setting

Let (U ,V ) = {(Ut, Vt)}
n
t=1 be n independent copies of a pair of random variables, (U, V ) ∼ PUV ,

taking on values in finite alphabets, U and V, respectively. The vector U will designate the source

vector to be encoded, whereas the vector V will serve as correlated SI, available to the decoder.

Let W designate a DMC, with single–letter, input–output transition probabilities W (y|x), x ∈ X ,

y ∈ Y, X and Y being finite input and output alphabets, respectively. When the channel is fed by

an input vector x ∈ X n, it produces2 a channel output vector y ∈ Yn, according to

W (y|x) =
n

∏

t=1

W (yt|xt). (1)

Consider the communication system depicted in Fig. 1. When a given realization u = (u1, . . . , un),

of the source vector U , is fed into the system, it is encoded into one out of M = 2nR bins, selected

independently at random for every member of Un. Here, R > 0 is referred to as the binning

rate. The bin index j = f(u) is mapped into a channel input vector x(j) ∈ X n, which in turn is

transmitted across the channel W . The various codewords {x(j)}M
j=1 are selected independently at

random under the uniform distribution across a given type class T (Q), Q being a given probability

distribution over X . The randomly chosen codebook {x(1),x(2), . . . ,x(M)} will be denoted by

C. Both the channel encoder, C, and the realization of the random binning source encoder, f ,

are revealed to the decoder as well. With a slight abuse of notation, we will sometimes denote

x(j) = x[f(u)] by x[u]. The optimal (MAP) decoder estimates u, using the channel output

y = (y1, . . . , yn) and the SI vector v = (v1, . . . , vn), according to:

û = arg max
u

P (u,v)W (y|x[u]). (2)

The average probability of error, Pe, is the probability of the event {Û 6= U}, where in addition

to the randomness of (U ,V ) and the channel output Y , the randomness of the source binning

code and the channel code are also taken into account. The random–binning/random–coding error

exponent, associated with the optimal, MAP decoder, is defined as

E(R,Q) = lim
n→∞

[

−
log Pe

n

]

, (3)

provided that the limit exists (a fact that will become evident from the analysis in the sequel).

Our first objective is to derive a single–letter expression for the exact random–binning/random–

coding error exponent E(R,Q). While the MAP decoder depends on the source P and the channel

2Without essential loss of generality, and similarly as in [2], we assume that the source and the channel operate at the
same rate, so that while the source emits the n–vector (U , V ), the channel is used n times exactly, transforming
x ∈ Xn to y ∈ Yn. The extension to the case where operation rates are different (bandwidth expansion factor
different from 1) is straightforward but is avoided here, in the quest of keeping notation and expressions less
cumbersome.
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W , our second (and main) goal is to propose a universal decoder, independent of P and W , whose

average error probability decays exponentially at the same rate, E(R,Q). Finally, we aim to extend

the scope beyond memoryless systems, as well as to the setting where the role of V is no longer

merely to serve as SI at the decoder, but rather as another source vector, encoded similarly, but

separately from U (see Fig. 2).

2.3 Preliminaries – the Joint Source–Channel Error Exponent

In [2], Csiszár derived upper and lower bounds on the reliability function of lossless joint source–

channel coding (without SI). According to Csiszár’s model, the source vector u, drawn from a DMS

P , is mapped directly into a channel input vector x[u], which in turn is transmitted over a DMC

W , whose output y is the input to a decoder, that produces the estimate û, and the goal was to

find exponential error bounds to the best achievable probability of the error. Csiszár has shown

in that paper that the reliability function, Ejsc, of lossless joint source–channel coding is upper

bounded by

Ejsc ≤ min
R

[Es(R) + Ec(R)] (4)

where3 Es(R) is the source reliability function, given by

Es(R) = min
{P ′: H(P ′)≥R}

D(P ′‖P ), (5)

D(P ′‖P ) being the Kullback–Leibler divergence between P ′ and P , and Ec(R) is the channel

reliability function, for which there is a closed–form expression available only at rate zero (the

zero–rate expurgated exponent) and at rates above the critical rate (the sphere–packing exponent).

The lower bound in [2] is given by

Ejsc ≥ min
R

[Es(R) + Ec

r (R)], (6)

where Ec
r (R) is the random coding error exponent of the channel W . The upper and the lower

bounds coincide (and hence provide the exact reliability function) whenever the minimizing R, of

the upper bound (4), exceeds the critical rate of W . An expression equivalent to (6) is given by

Ejsc ≥ max
Q

min
P ′,W ′

{D(P ′‖P ) + [I(X;Y ′) − H(U ′)]+} (7)

where U ′ is an auxiliary random variable drawn by P ′, X is governed by Q, and Y ′ designates the

output of an auxiliary channel W ′ fed by X. Here, the term D(P ′‖P ) is parallel to the source

coding exponent, Es(R), whereas the other term can be referred to the channel coding exponent

Ec

r
(R) (see [2]). This is true since the minimization over P ′ in (7) can be carried out in two steps,

where in the first, one minimizes over all {P ′} with a given entropy H(U ′) = R (thus giving rise to

Es(R) according to (5)), and then minimizes over R.

3Note that here, R is just an auxiliary variable over which the minimization of (4) is carried out, and it should not
be confused with the binning rate R in the other parts of this paper.
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In a nutshell, the idea behind the converse part in [2] is that each type class P ′, of source

vectors, can be thought of as being mapped by the encoder into a separate channel subcode at

rate R = H(U ′), and then the probability of error is lower bounded by the contribution of the

worst subcode. This is to say, that for the purpose of the lower bound, only decoding errors within

each subcode are counted, whereas errors caused by confusing two source vectors that belong two

different subcodes, are ignored. An interesting point, in this context, is that whenever the upper

and the lower bound coincide (in the exponential scale), this means that confusions within the

subcodes dominate the error probability, at least as far as error exponents are concerned, whereas

errors of confusing codewords from different subcodes are essentially immaterial. We will witness

the same phenomenon from a different perspective, in the sequel.

For the achievability part of [2], Csiszár analyzes the performance of a universal decoder, that is

asymptotically equivalent to the following:

û = arg max
u

[Îx[u]y(X;Y ) − Ĥu(U)]. (8)

As mentioned earlier, Csiszár refers to his decoder as the generalized MMI decoder.

3 Main Results

Our problem setting and results are more general than those of [2] from the following aspects:

(i) we include side information V , (ii) we include a cascade of random binning encoder and a

channel encoder (separate source– and channel coding), and (iii) we compare the performance of

the universal decoder to that of the MAP decoder (2) and show that they always (i.e., even when

the random coding ensemble is not good enough to achieve the reliability function) have the same

error exponent, whereas Csiszár compares the performance of (8) to the upper bound (4) and thus

may conclude for asymptotic optimality of the decoder (together the encoder) only when the exact

joint source–channel reliability function is known.

Concerning (ii), one may wonder what is the motivation for separate source– and channel coding,

because joint source–channel coding is always at least as good. The answer is two–fold: (a) in some

applications, system constraints dictate separate source– and channel coding, for example, when the

two encodings are performed at different units/locations or when general engineering considerations

(like modularity) dictate separation, and (b) the joint source–channel setting can always be obtained

as a special case, by choosing the binning rate R sufficiently high, since then the binning encoder

is a one–to–one mapping with an overwhelmingly high probability.

Our main result is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Consider the problem setting defined in Subsection 2.2.

(a) The random–binning/random–coding error exponent of the MAP decoder is given by

E(R,Q) = min
P

U′V ′ ,W ′

{D(PU ′V ′‖PUV ) + D(W ′‖W |Q) + [R ∧ I(X;Y ′) − H(U ′|V ′)]+} (9)
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where D(W ′‖W |Q) is Kullback–Leibler divergence between an auxiliary channel W ′ and the

channel W , weighted by Q, (U ′, V ′) ∈ U ×V are auxiliary random variables jointly distributed

according to PU ′V ′ , and Y ′ ∈ Y is another auxiliary random variable that designates the

output of channel W ′ when fed by X ∼ Q.

(b) The universal decoders,

û = arg max
u

[Îx[u]y(X;Y ) − Ĥuv(U |V )] (10)

and

û = arg max
u

[R ∧ Îx[u]y(X;Y ) − Ĥuv(U |V )], (11)

both achieve E(R,Q).

Decoder (10) is, of course, a natural extension of (8) to our setting. As for (11), while it offers no

apparent advantage over (10), it is given here as an alternative decoder for future reference. It will

turn out later that conceptually, (11) lends itself more naturally to the extension that deals with

separate encodings and joint decoding of two correlated sources, where in the extended version of

(11), it will not be obvious (at least not to the author) that the operator R∧ (·) is neutral (i.e., an

expression like R ∧ x can be simply replaced by x, as is indeed suggested here by the equivalence

between (10) and (11)). Another interesting point concerning (11), is that it appears more clearly

as a joint extension of the MMI decoder of pure channel decoding and the ME decoder of pure

source coding. When R dominates the term R∧ Îx[u]y(X;Y ), the source coding component of the

problem is more prominent and (11) is essentially equivalent to the ME decoder. Otherwise, it is

essentially equivalent to (10).

As can be seen, E(R,Q) is monotonically non–decreasing in R,4 but when R is sufficiently large,

the term R ∧ I(X;Y ′) is dominated by I(X;Y ′), which yields saturation of E(R,Q) to the level

of the joint source–channel random coding exponent (for a given Q), similarly as in (7), except

that here, the entropy H(U ′) is replaced by the conditional entropy H(U ′|V ′), due to the SI. For

another extreme case, if the channel is clean, Q is uniform, and the channel alphabet is very large,

then Î(X;Y ′) = Ĥ(X) = log |X | is large as well, and then R∧ Î(X ′;Y ) is dominated by R. In this

case, we recover the SW random binning error exponent (see, e.g., [31] and references therein).

4 Proof of Theorem 1

The outline of the proof is as follows. We begin by showing that E(R,Q) is an upper bound on the

error exponent associated with the MAP decoder, and then we show that both universal decoders

(10) and (11) attain E(R,Q). The combination of these two facts will prove both parts of Theorem

1 at the same time.
4This fact is not completely trivial, since an increase in R improves the source binning part, but one may expect

that it harms the channel coding part. Nonetheless, as will become apparent in the sequel (see footnote 5), the
combined effect of source binning and channel coding gives a non–decreasing exponent as a function of R.
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As a first step, let the codebook C, as well as the vectors u, v, x and y be given, and let

P e(u,v,x,y, C) be the average error probability given (u,v,x,y, C), where the averaging is w.r.t.

the ensemble of random binning codes. For a given u′ 6= u, let us define the set

A(u,u′,v,x,y) = T (Q)
⋂

{

x′ : W (y|x′)P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)W (y|x)
}

. (12)

The conditional error event, given (u,v,x,y, C), is given by

E(u,v,x,y, C) =
⋃

u′ 6=u

{

P (u′,v)W (y|x[u′]) ≥ P (u,v)W (y|x[u])
}

∆
=

⋃

u′ 6=u

E(u,u′,v,x,y, C) (13)

The probability of the pairwise error event, E(u,u′,v,x,y, C) (again, w.r.t. the randomness of the

bin assignment), is given by:

Pr{E(u,u′,v,x,y, C)} = 2−nR

∣

∣

∣

∣

C
⋂

A(u,u′,v,x,y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

+ 2−nRI{P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)}, (14)

where the first term accounts for errors pertaining to u′–vectors that are assigned to bins other

than f(u), and the second term is associated with errors related to u′–vectors that belong to the

same bin. Now,

P e(u,v,x,y, C)

= Pr{E(u,v,x,y, C)}

·
=

∑

{T (u′|v)}

Pr







⋃

u′′∈T (u′|v)

E(u,u′,v,x,y, C)}







·
=

∑

{T (u′|v)}

min

{

1, |T (u′|v)| · 2−nR

[∣

∣

∣

∣

C
⋂

A(u,u′,v,x,y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

+ I{P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)}

]}

,(15)

where the exponential tightness of the truncated union bound (for pairwise independent events) in

the last expression is known from [30, Lemma A.2, p. 109] and it can also be readily deduced from

de Caen’s lower bound on the probability of a union of events [5]. The next step is to average over

the randomness of C (except the codeword for the bin of the actual source vector u, which is still

given to be x):

P e(u,v,x,y)
·
=

∑

{T (u′|v)}

E

(

min

{

1, |T (u′|v)| · 2−nR

[
∣

∣

∣

∣

C
⋂

A(u,u′,v,x,y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

I{P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)}
]})

. (16)

Now, using the identity E{Z} =
∫ ∞
0 Pr{Z ≥ t}dt, which is valid for any non–negative random

variable Z, we have

E

(

min

{

1, |T (u′|v)| · 2−nR

[
∣

∣

∣

∣

C
⋂

A(u,u′,v,x,y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

+ I{P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)}

]})
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=

∫ 1

0
dt · Pr

{

|T (u′|v)| · 2−nR

[
∣

∣

∣

∣

C
⋂

A(u,u′,v,x,y)

∣

∣

∣

∣

+ I{P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)}

]

≥ t

}

=

∫ 1

0
dt · Pr

{

I{P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)} +
∑

i

I[X(i) ∈ A(u,u′,v,x,y)] ≥
t · 2nR

|T (u′|v)|

}

·
= n ln 2 ·

∫ ∞

0
dθ · 2−nθPr

{

I{P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)}+

∑

i

I[X(i) ∈ A(u,u′,v,x,y)] ≥ 2n[R−θ−Ĥ(U ′|V )]

}

,

where in the last passage, we have changed the integration variable from t to θ, according to the

relation t = 2−nθ.

Consider first the case where P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v). Then, the integrand is given by

Pr

{

1 +
∑

i

I[X(i) ∈ A(u,u′,v,x,y)] ≥ 2n[R−θ−Ĥ(U ′|V )]

}

(17)

which is obviously equal to unity for all θ ≥ [R − Ĥ(U ′|V )]+. Thus, the tail of the integral (17) is

given by

n ln 2 ·

∫ ∞

[R−Ĥ(U ′|V )]+

dθ · 2−nθ = 2−n[R−Ĥ(U ′|V )]+ . (18)

For θ < [R − Ĥ(U ′|V )]+, the unity term in (17) can be safely neglected, and

Pr

{

∑

i

I[X(i) ∈ A(u,u′,v,x,y)] ≥ 2n[R−θ−Ĥ(U ′|V )]

}

(19)

is the probability of a large deviations event associated with a binomial random variable with 2nR

trials and probability of success of the exponential order of 2−nJ , with J being defined as

J
∆
= min

{

Î(X ′;Y ) : P̂x′y is such that x′ ∈ A(u,u′,v,x,y)
}

, (20)

where Î(X ′;Y ) is shorthand notation for Îx′y(X;Y ) and where it should be kept in mind that J

depends on P̂uv, P̂u′v, and P̂xy . According to [19, Chap. 6], the large deviations behavior is as

follows:

Pr

{

∑

i

I[X(i) ∈ A(u,u′,v,x,y)] ≥ 2n[R−θ−Ĥ(U ′|V )]

}

·
=

{

2−n[J−R]+ R − θ − Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≤ [R − J ]+
2−n∞ R − θ − Ĥ(U ′|V ) > [R − J ]+

=

{

2−n[J−R]+ θ ≥ [R − Ĥ(U ′|V ) − [R − J ]+]+
2−n∞ elsewhere

(21)
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Thus, the other contribution to (17) is given by

n ln 2 ·

∫ [R−Ĥ(U ′|V )]+

[R−Ĥ(U ′|V )−[R−J ]+]+

dθ · 2−nθ · 2−n[J−R]+

·
= exp2{−n([R − Ĥ(U ′|V ) − [R − J ]+]+ + [J − R]+)}

= exp2{−n([R ∧ J − Ĥ(U ′|V )]+ + [J − R]+)}

= exp2{−n([R ∧ J − Ĥ(U ′|V )]+ − R ∧ J + R ∧ J + [J − R]+)}

= exp2{−n[−R ∧ J ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V ) + J ]}

= exp2{−n[J − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )]+}, (22)

where we have repeatedly used the identity a − [a − b]+ = a ∧ b. Thus, the total conditional error

exponent, for the case P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v), is given by

min{[R − Ĥ(U ′|V )]+, [J − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )]+}

= min{R − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V ), J − R ∧ J ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )}

=
[

R ∧ J − Ĥ(U ′|V )
]

+
, (23)

where the last line follows from the following consideration:5 If Ĥ(U ′|V ) > J , then all three

expressions obviously vanish and then the equality is trivially met. Otherwise, Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≤ J

implies that the term R∧ Ĥ(U ′|V ), in the second line, can safely be replaced by R∧ J ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V ),

which makes the second line identical to R ∧ J − R ∧ J ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V ) =
[

R ∧ J − Ĥ(U ′|V )
]

+
. In the

case, P (u′,v) < P (u,v), the conditional error exponent is just [J − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )]+.

Let E0(P̂uv, P̂u′v, P̂xy) denote the overall conditional error exponent given (u,u′,v,x,y), i.e.,

E0(P̂uv, P̂u′v, P̂xy) =







[

R ∧ J − Ĥ(U ′|V )
]

+
P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)

[

J − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )
]

+
otherwise

(24)

Then, we finally have:

E(R,Q) = lim
n→∞

min
P̂uv ,P̂xy

[D(P̂uv‖PUV ) + D(P̂y|x‖W |Q) + E1(P̂uv, P̂xy)], (25)

where

E1(P̂uv, P̂xy) = min
P̂u′v

E0(P̂uv, P̂u′v, P̂xy). (26)

5The first line of (23) corresponds to the worst between the source coding exponent, [R − Ĥ(U ′|V )]+, and the
channel coding exponent, [J − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )]+, which is to be expected in separate source– and channel coding.
While the former is non-decreasing in R, the latter is non-increasing. From the last line of (23), we learn that the
overall exponent is non-decreasing in R.
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An obvious upper bound6 is obtained by

E1(P̂uv, P̂xy) ≤ E0(P̂uv, P̂uv, P̂xy)

≤
[

R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V )
]

+

∆
= E∗

1(P̂uv, P̂xy), (27)

where we have used the fact that x ∈ A(u,u,v,x,y) and so, for P̂u′v = P̂uv, one has J ≤ Î(X;Y ).

Thus,

E(R,C) ≤ min
P

U′V ′ ,W ′

[

D(PU ′V ′‖PUV ) + D(W ′‖W |Q) + E∗
1(PU ′V ′ , Q × W ′)

]

= min
P

U′V ′ ,W ′

{

D(PU ′V ′‖PUV ) + D(W ′‖W |Q) +
[

R ∧ I(X;Y ′) − H(U ′|V ′)
]

+

}

∆
= EU (R,Q). (28)

We next argue that the universal decoder (10) achieves EU (R,Q) and hence E(R,Q) = EU (R,Q).

To see why this is true, one repeats exactly the same derivation, with the following two simple

modifications:

1. A(u,u′,v,x,y) is replaced by

Ã(u,u′,v,x,y) = T (Q) ∩ {x′ : Î(X ′;Y ) − Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≥ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V )} (29)

and accordingly, J is replaced by

J̃ = min{Î(X ′;Y ) : Î(X ′;Y ) − Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≥ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V )}. (30)

2. The indicator function I{P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)} is replaced by I{Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≤ Ĥ(U |V )}.

The result is then similar except that E0(P̂uv, P̂u′v, P̂xy) is replaced by

Ẽ0(P̂uv, P̂u′v, P̂xy) =

{

[R ∧ J̃ − Ĥ(U ′|V )]+ Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≤ Ĥ(U |V )
[

J̃ − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )
]

+
otherwise

(31)

Now, observe that for the first line of (31),

R ∧ J̃ − Ĥ(U ′|V )

≥ R ∧ [Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ) + Ĥ(U ′|V )] − Ĥ(U ′|V )

6We are upper bounding the minimum of E1 over {P̂u′v} by the value of E0 where P̂u′v = P̂uv , and will shortly
see that this bound is actually tight. This means that the error exponent is dominated by erroneous vectors {u′}
that are within the same conditional type (given v) as the correct source vector u. This is coherent with the
observation discussed in Subsection 2.3, that errors within the subcode pertaining to the same type class dominate
the error exponent.
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= [R − Ĥ(U ′|V )] ∧ [Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V )]

≥ [R − Ĥ(U |V )] ∧ [Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V )] since Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≤ Ĥ(U |V )

= R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ), (32)

where the first line follows from the definition of J̃ . As for the second line,

J̃ − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≥ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ) + Ĥ(U ′|V ) − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )

= Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ) + [Ĥ(U ′|V ) − R]+

≥ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ) + [Ĥ(U |V ) − R]+ since Ĥ(U ′|V ) > Ĥ(U |V )

= Î(X;Y ) − R ∧ Ĥ(U |V )

≥ R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ). (33)

We conclude then that, no matter whether Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≤ Ĥ(U |V ) or Ĥ(U ′|V ) > Ĥ(U |V ), we always

have:

Ẽ0(P̂uv, P̂u′v, P̂xy) ≥
[

R ∧ Î(X;Y )} − Ĥ(U |V )
]

+
= E∗

1(P̂uv, P̂xy), (34)

and so, the overall exponent EU (R) is achieved by (10).

As for the alternative universal decoding metric (11), the derivation is, once again, the very

same, with the pairwise error event A(u,u′,v,x,y) and the variable J̃ redefined accordingly as the

minimum of Î(X ′;Y ) s.t. R∧ Î(X ′;Y )− Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≥ R∧ Î(X;Y )− Ĥ(U |V ), and then the last two

inequalities are modified as follows: Instead of (32), we have

R ∧ J̃ − Ĥ(U ′|V )

= R ∧ R ∧ Î(X ′;Y ) − Ĥ(U ′|V )

≥ R ∧ [R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ) + Ĥ(U ′|V )] − Ĥ(U ′|V )

= [R − Ĥ(U ′|V )] ∧ {[R ∧ Î(X;Y )] − Ĥ(U |V )}

≥ [R − Ĥ(U |V )] ∧ {[R ∧ Î(X;Y )] − Ĥ(U |V )} since Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≤ Ĥ(U |V )

= R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ). (35)

and instead of (33):

J̃ − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V ) ≥ R ∧ J̃ − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )

≥ R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ) + Ĥ(U ′|V ) − R ∧ Ĥ(U ′|V )

= R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ) + [Ĥ(U ′|V ) − R]+

≥ R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ) + [Ĥ(U |V ) − R]+ since Ĥ(U ′|V ) > Ĥ(U |V )

= R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − R ∧ Ĥ(U |V )

≥ R ∧ Î(X;Y ) − Ĥ(U |V ). (36)

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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5 Extensions

As mentioned in the Introduction, in this section, we outline extensions of the above results in sev-

eral directions, including: (i) finite–state sources and channels with LZ universal decoding metrics,

(ii) arbitrary sources and channels with universal decoding w.r.t. a given class of metric decoders,

and (iii) separate source–channel encodings and joint universal decoding of correlated source.

While in (i) and (ii) we no longer expect to have single–letter formulas for the error exponent,

we will still be able to propose asymptotically optimum universal decoding metrics in the error

exponent sense. Since the analysis techniques are very similar to these of the proof of Theorem 1,

we will only describe the differences and the modifications relative to that proof.

5.1 Finite–State Sources/Channels and a Universal LZ Decoding Metric

In [32], Ziv considered the class of finite–state channels and proposed a universal decoding metric

that is based on conditional LZ parsing. Here, we discuss a similar model with a suitable extension

of Ziv’s decoding metric in the spirit of the generalized MMI decoder.

Consider a sequence of pairs of random variables {(Ui, Vi)}
n
i=1, drawn from a finite–alphabet,

finite–state source, defined according to

P (u,v) =
n

∏

t=1

P (ut, vt|st) (37)

where st is the joint state of the two sources at time t, which evolves according to

st = g(st−1, ut−1, vt−1), (38)

with g : S×U ×V → S being the source next–state function, and S being a finite set of states. The

initial state, s1, is assumed to be an arbitrary fixed member of S. By the same token, the channel

is also assumed to be finite–state (as in [32]), i.e.,

W (y|x) =

n
∏

t=1

W (yt|xt, zt), zt = h(zt−1, xt−1, yt−1), (39)

where zt is the channel state at time t, taking on values in a finite set Z and h : Z × X × Y → Z

is the channel next–state function. Once again, the initial state, z1, is an arbitrary member of Z.

The remaining details of the communication system are the same as described in Subsection 2.2,

with the exception that the random coding distribution, now denoted by Q(x), is allowed here

to be more general than a uniform distribution across a type class (or the uniform distribution

across X n, as assumed in [32]). Similarly as in [24], we assume that Q may be any exchangeable

probability distribution (i.e., x′ is a permutation of x implies Q(x′) = Q(x)), and that, moreover,

if the state variable zt includes a component, say, σt, that is fed merely by {xt} (but not {yt}),

then it is enough that Q would be invariant within conditional types of x given σ = (σ1, . . . , σn).
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Let ĤLZ(x|y) denote the normalized conditional LZ compressibility of x given y, as defined in

[32, eq. (20)] (and denoted by u(x,y) therein).7 Next define

ÎLZ(x;y) = −
log Q(x)

n
− ĤLZ(x|y), (40)

and finally, define the universal decoder

ũ = arg max
u

[

ÎLZ(x[u];y) − ĤLZ(u|v)
]

. (41)

Note that the first term on the r.h.s. of (40) plays a role analogous to that of the unconditional

empirical entropy, Ĥx(X), of the memoryless case (and indeed, at least for the uniform distribution

over a type class, as assumed in the previous sections, it is asymptotically equivalent), and so, the

difference in (40) makes sense as an extension of the empirical mutual information between x and

y.

As in Theorem 2, part b (and as an extension to [32]), we now argue that the universal decoder

(41) achieves an average error probability that is, within a sub-exponential function of n, the same

as the average error probability of the MAP decoder for the given source (37) and channel (39).

Thus, whenever the latter has an exponentially decaying average error probability, then so does

(41), and with the same exponential rate. The proof of this claim goes largely in the footsteps

of the proof of Theorem 1. Below we outline the main steps, highlighting the main modifications

required.

1. The conditional type class of u given v, T (u|v), is redefined as the set {u′ : P (u′,v) = P (u,v)},

where P is given as in (37).8 Obviously, for every given v, the various ‘types’ {T (u|v)} are

equivalence classes, and hence form a partition of Un. One important property that would essential

for the proof is that the number Kn(v) of distinct types, {T (u|v)}, under this definition, for a

given v, grows sub–exponentially in n (just like in the case of ordinary types). This guarantees

that the probability of a union of events, over {T (u′|v)}, is of the same exponential order as the

maximum term, as was the case in the proof of Theorem 1. Interestingly, this can easily be proved

using the theory of LZ data compression:

Kn(v) =
∑

u∈Un

1

|T (u|v)|
≤

∑

u∈Un

2−nĤLZ(u|v)+no(n) ≤ 2no(n), (42)

where o(n) stands for a vanishing term (uniformly in both u and v), the first inequality is by [32,

Lemma 1, p. 459]9 and the second inequality is due to the fact that nĤLZ(u|v) is (within negligible

7This means that nĤLZ(x|y) is the length of the conditional Lempel–Ziv code for x, where y serves as SI available
to both the encoder and decoder, which is based on joint incremental parsing of the sequence pair (x, y) (see also
[17]). Here, we are deliberately using a somewhat different notation than the usual, which hopefully makes the
analogy to the memoryless case self–evident.

8Note that the requirement P (u′, v) = P (u, v) is imposed here only for the given P , not even for every finite–state
source in the class.

9Not to be confused with the lemma on page 456 of [32], which is also referred to as Lemma 1.
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terms) a legitimate length function for lossless compression of u (with SI v) (see [32, Lemma 2]

and [17]) and hence must satisfy the Kraft inequality for every given v.

2. The quantity Ĥ(U ′|V ), in the proof of Theorem 1, is replaced by 1
n

log |T (u′|v)| with the above

modified definition of the conditional type.

3. The definition of J is changed to

J = min

{

−
1

n
log Q[T (x′|y)] : x′ ∈ A(u,u′,v,x,y)

}

, (43)

where A(u,u′,v,x,y) is the pairwise error event pertaining to the MAP decoder (for the lower

bound) or to the universal decoder (41) (for the upper bound). By our assumptions, Q assigns the

same probability to all members of T (x′|y), thus

1

n
log Q[T (x′|y)] =

log Q(x′)

n
+

log |T (x′|y)|

n
. (44)

4. Using the above, and following the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 1, the conditional

average error probability, given (u,v,x,y), associated with the MAP decoder, can be shown to be

lower bounded by an expression of the exponential order of exp{−nE0(u,v,x,y)}, where

E0(u,v,x,y) ≤

[

min

{

R,−
1

n
log Q[T (x|y)]

}

−
1

n
log |T (u|v)|

]

+

=

[

min

{

R,−
1

n
log Q(x) −

1

n
log |T (x|y)|

}

−
1

n
log |T (u|v)|

]

+

≤

[

min

{

R,−
1

n
log Q(x) − ĤLZ(x|y)

}

− ĤLZ(u|v)

]

+

+ o(n)

=
[

R ∧ ÎLZ(x;y) − ĤLZ(u|v)
]

+
+ o(n)

∆
= E∗

1(u,v,x,y), (45)

and where we have used twice Lemma 1 of [32, p. 459] and the fact that x ∈ A(u,u,v,x,y) and

so, for P (u′,v) = P (u,v), one has J ≤ − 1
n

log Q[T (x|y)].

5. For the upper bound on the error probability of (41), A(u,u′,v,x,y) is replaced by

Ã(u,u′,v,x,y) = {x′ : ILZ(x
′;y) − ĤLZ(u

′|v) ≥ ILZ(x;y) − ĤLZ(u|v)} (46)

and accordingly, J is replaced by

J̃ = min{ILZ(x
′;y) : ILZ(x

′;y) − ĤLZ(u
′|v) ≥ ILZ(x;y) − ĤLZ(u|v)}

= ILZ(x;y) − ĤLZ(u|v) + ĤLZ(u
′|v). (47)

6. The indicator function I[P (u′,v) ≥ P (u,v)] is replaced by I[ĤLZ(u
′|v) ≤ ĤLZ(u|v)].
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7. For the error probability analysis of the universal decoder (41), the union over erroneous source

vectors {u′} is partitioned into (a sub–exponential number of) ‘types’ of the form

Tℓ(u
′|v) = {ũ : P (ũ,v) = P (u′,v), nĤLZ(ũ|v) = ℓ}, (48)

for ℓ = 1, 2, . . ., and one uses the fact that |Tℓ(u
′|v)| ≤ 2ℓ, as nĤLZ(·|v) is a length function of a

lossless data compression algorithm.

8. It is observed that
∑

i I[X(i) ∈ Ã(u,u′,v,x,y)] is a binomial random variables with 2nR trials

and probability of success of the exponential order of 2−nJ̃ . To see why the latter is true, consider

the following:

Q
{

X ′ ∈ Ã(u,u′,v,x,y)
}

= Q
{

ILZ(X
′;y) ≥ ILZ(x;y) − ĤLZ(u|v) + ĤLZ(u

′|v)
}

=
∑

{x′: ILZ(x′;y)≥ILZ(x;y)−ĤLZ(u|v)+ĤLZ(u′|v)}

Q(x′)

=
∑

{x′: ILZ(x′;y)≥ILZ(x;y)−ĤLZ(u|v)+ĤLZ(u′|v)}

Q(x′)2nĤLZ(x′|y) · 2−nĤLZ(x′|y)

=
∑

{x′: ILZ(x′;y)≥ILZ(x;y)−ĤLZ(u|v)+ĤLZ(u′|v)}

exp2{−nILZ(x
′;y)} · 2−nĤLZ(x′|y)

≤
∑

x′∈Xn

exp2{−n[ILZ(x;y) − ĤLZ(u|v) + ĤLZ(u
′|v)]} · 2−nĤLZ(x′|y)

≤ exp2{−n[ILZ(x;y) − ĤLZ(u|v) + ĤLZ(u
′|v)]}

∑

x′∈Xn

2−nĤLZ(x′|y)

≤ exp2{−n[ILZ(x;y) − ĤLZ(u|v) + ĤLZ(u
′|v)] + o(n)}, (49)

where in the last step, we have used again Kraft’s inequality.

9. Using exactly the same method as in the proof of Theorem 1, one can show that that conditional

error probability of the universal decoder (41) is upper bounded by an expression whose exponential

order is lower bounded by E∗
1(u,v,x,y).

It should be noted that these results continue to apply for arbitrary sources and channels (even

deterministic ones), where the assertion would be that the decoder (41) competes favorably (in the

error exponent sense) relative to any decoding metric of the form

n
∑

t=1

ms(ut, vt, st) +
n

∑

t=1

mc(xt, yt, zt), (50)

where st and zt evolve according to next–state functions h and g, as defined above. This follows from

the observation that the assumption on underlying finite–state sources and finite–state channels

was actually used merely in the assumed structure of the MAP decoding metric, with which decoder
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(41) competes. The fact that the overall probability of error is eventually averaged over all source

vectors and channel noise realizations pertaining to finite–state probability distributions, was not

really used here, since we compared the conditional error probabilities given (u,v,x,y). The same

observation has been exploited also in [24] for universal pure channel coding, and it will be further

developed in the next subsection.

5.2 Arbitrary Sources and Channels With a Given Class of Metric Decoders

In [24], the following setting of universal channel decoding was studied: Given a random coding

distribution Q, for independent random selection of 2nR codewords {xi}, and given a limited class

of reference decoders, defined by a family of decoding metrics {mθ(x,y), θ ∈ Θ} (θ being an index

or a parameter), find a decoding metric that is universal in the sense of achieving an average error

probability that is, within a sub–exponential function of n, as good as the best decoder in the class,

no matter what the underlying channel, W (y|x), may be. The following decoder was shown in

[24] to possess this property under a certain condition that will be specified shortly: estimate the

message i as the one that minimizes u(xi,y) = log Q[T (xi|y)], where T (x|y) designates a notion

of a “type” induced by the family of decoding metrics (rather than by channels), namely,

T (x|y) =
{

x′ : mθ(x
′,y) = mθ(x,y) ∀ θ ∈ Θ

}

. (51)

As {T (x|y)} are equivalence classes, they form a partition of X n for every given y. The condition

required for the universality of this decoding metric is that the number of distinct ‘types’ {T (x|y)}

would grow sub–exponentially with n.

A similar approach can be taken in the present problem setting. Given a family of decoding

metrics of the form10

mθ(u,v,x,y) = ms,θ(u,v) + mc,θ(x,y), θ ∈ Θ, (52)

let us define

Ts(u|v) = {u′ : ms,θ(u
′,v) = ms,θ(u,v) ∀ θ ∈ Θ} (53)

Ts(x|y) = {x′ : mc,θ(x
′,y) = mc,θ(x,y) ∀ θ ∈ Θ}, (54)

and assume, as before, that the numbers of distinct ‘types’, {Ts(u|v)} and {Tc(x|y)}, both grow

sub–exponentially with n. Then, the universal decoder

û = arg min
u

{log |Ts(u|v)| + log Q[Tc(x[u]|y)]} (55)

competes favorably with all metrics in the above family, no matter what the underlying source and

the underlying channel may be. The proof combines the ideas of the proof of Theorem 1 above with

those of [24], with the proper adjustments, of course, but it is otherwise straightforward. Here,

10This additive structure can be justified by the fact that the MAP decoding metric is also additive, as it maximizes
log P (u, v) + log W (y|x[u]).
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the term log |Ts(u|v)| is the analogue of the conditional empirical entropy pertaining to the source

part, whereas the term log Q[Tc(x[u]|y) plays the role of the negative empirical mutual information

between x[u] and y. Therefore if, for example,

mc,θ(x,y) =

n
∑

t=1

mc,θ(xt, yt) and (56)

ms,θ(u,v) =

n
∑

t=1

ms,θ(ut, vt), (57)

as is the case when the sources and the channel are memoryless, then {Tc(x|y)} and {Ts(u|v)}

become conditional type classes in the usual sense, and we are back to the generalized MMI decoder

of Section 3, provided that Q is, again, the uniform distribution within a single type class. As a

final note, in this context, we mention that in this setting, the input and the output alphabets of

the channel may also be continuous, see, e.g., [24, p. 5575, Example 3].

5.3 Separate Encodings and Universal Joint Decoding of Correlated Sources

Consider the system depicted in Fig. 2, which illustrates a scenario of separate source–channel

encodings and joint decoding of two correlated sources, u1 and u2. For the sake of simplicity of

the presentation, we return to the assumption of memoryless systems, as in Section 3.

channel encoder 1 channel 1
source encoder 1

(random binning)

source encoder 2

(random binning)

channel 2channel encoder 2

decoder

j1 x1

j2

u1

u2 x2

û1

û2

y1

y2

Figure 2: Separate source–channel encodings and joint decoding of two correlated sources.

Consider n independent copies {(U1,i, U2,i)}
n
i=1 of a finite–alphabet pair of random variables

(U1, U2) ∼ PU1U2
, as well as n uses of two independent finite–alphabet DMC’s W1(y1|x1) =

∏n
t=1 W (y1,t|x1,t) and W2(y2|x2) =

∏n
t=1 W (y2,t|x2,t). For k = 1, 2, consider the following mecha-

nism: The source vector uk = (uk,1, . . . , uk,n) is encoded into one out of Mk = 2nRk bins, selected

independently at random for every member of Un
k . The bin index jk = fk(uk) is in turn mapped

into a channel input vector xk(i) ∈ X n
1 , which is transmitted across the channel Wk. The various

codewords {xk(i)}
Mk

i=1 are selected independently at random under the uniform distribution within
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given type classes T (Qk), where Qk is a given distribution across Xk. The randomly chosen code-

book {xk(1),xk(2), . . . ,xk(Mk)} will be denoted by Ck. Similarly, as before, we will sometimes

denote xk(jk) = xk[fk(uk)] by xk[uk]. The optimal (MAP) decoder estimates (u1,u2), using the

channel outputs y1 and y2, according to

(û1, û2) = arg max
u1,u2

P (u1,u2)W1(y1|x1[u1])W2(y2|x2[u2]). (58)

The main structure of the analysis continues to be essentially the same as in Section 4. The

situation here, however, is significantly more involved, because five different types of pairwise error

events {(u1,u2) → (u′
1,u

′
2)} should be carefully handled:

1. u′
1 6= u1 and u′

2 = u2.

2. u′
2 6= u2 and u′

1 = u1.

3. Both u′
1 6= u1 and u′

2 6= u2, but (at least) u′
2 is mapped into the same bin as u2.

4. Both u′
1 6= u1 and u′

2 6= u2, but (at least)11 u′
1 is mapped into the same bin as u1.

5. Both u′
1 6= u1 and u′

2 6= u2, and neither u′
1 nor u′

2 belongs to the same bin as the respective

true source vector.

Errors of types 1 and 2 are of the same nature as in Section 3, where the source that is estimated

correctly, is actually in the role of SI at the decoder. Following (11), the respective metrics are12

f1(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2) = R1 ∧ Î(X1;Y1) − Ĥ(U1|U2) (59)

f2(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2) = R2 ∧ Î(X2;Y2) − Ĥ(U2|U1). (60)

where Î(X1;Y1) and Ĥ(U1|U2) are shorthand notations for Îx1x2
(X1;Y1) and Ĥu1u2

(U1|U2), re-

spectively, and so on. Errors of types 3 and 4 will turn out to be addressed by metrics of the

form

f3(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2) = R1 ∧ Î(X1;Y1) + R2 − Ĥ(U1, U2) (61)

f4(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2) = R2 ∧ Î(X2;Y2) + R1 − Ĥ(U1, U2). (62)

Finally, error of type 5 is accommodated by

f5(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2) = Î(X1;Y1) + Î(X2;Y2) −

min{Ĥ(U1, U2), R1 ∧ Î(X1;Y1) + R2 ∧ Î(X2;Y2)}

≡ [R1 ∧ Î(X1;Y1) + R2 ∧ Î(X2;Y2) − Ĥ(U1, U2)]+ +

11Here, we are counting twice the case “u′

1 6= u1 and u′

2 6= u2 and both estimates are in the bins of their respective
true source vectors.” This is done simply for symmetry the structure above, without affecting the error exponent.

12Note that f1 does not really depend on (x2, y2), and similarly, f2 does not depend on (x1, y1). Nonetheless, we
deliberately adopt this uniform notation for convenience later on.
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[Î(X1;Y1) − R1]+ + [Î(X2;Y2) − R2]+ (63)

But we need a single universal decoding metric that copes with all five types of errors at the same

time.

Similarly as in [24, eqs. (57)-(60)], this objective is accomplished by a metric which is given by

the minimum among all five metrics above, i.e., we define our decoding metric as

f0(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2) = min
1≤i≤5

fi(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2), (64)

meaning that the proposed universal decoder is given by

(ũ1, ũ2) = arg max
u1,u2

f0(u1,u2,x1[u1],x2[u2],y1,y2). (65)

The conditional probability of error given (u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2), for both the MAP decoder and the

universal decoder, can be shown to be of the exponential order of exp2{−n[f0(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2)]+}.

To show this, the analysis of the probability of error, for both the MAP decoder and the universal

decoder, should be divided into several parts, according to the various types of error events. Errors

of types 1 and 2 are addressed exactly as in Section 4. The more complicated part of the analysis is

due to errors of types 3–5, where both competing source vectors are in error. However, this analysis

too follows the same basic ideas. Here we will outline only the main ingredients that are different

from those of the proof of Theorem 1.

For a given u′
1 6= u1 and u′

2 6= u2 (errors of types 3–5), let us define the pairwise error event

A(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x1,x2,y1,y2)

= [T (Q1) × T (Q2)]
⋂

{

(x′
1,x

′
2) : P (u′

1,u
′
2)W1(y1|x

′
1)W2(y2|x

′
2) ≥ P (u1,u2)W1(y1|x1)W2(y2|x2)

}

.

The conditional error event, given (u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2, C1, C2), is given by

E(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2, C1, C2)

=
⋃

u′

1
6=u1, u′

2
6=u2

{

P (u′
1,u

′
2)W1(y1|x1[u

′
1])W2(y2|x2[u

′
2]) ≥

P (u1,u2)W1(y1|x1[u1])W2(y2|x2[u2])}
∆
=

⋃

u′

1
6=u1, u′

2
6=u2

E(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x1,x2,y1,y2, C1, C2) (66)

Here too, the exponential tightness of the truncated union bound for two dimensional unions of

events with independence structure as above can be established using de Caen’s lower bound [5]

(see [28]). For errors of types 3 and 4, let us define

A1(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x1,y1)

= T (Q1)
⋂

{

x′
1 : P (u′

1,u
′
2)W1(y1|x

′
1) ≥ P (u1,u2)W1(y1|x1)

}

(67)
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and

A2(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x2,y2)

= T (Q2)
⋂

{

x′
2 : P (u′

1,u
′
2)W2(y2|x

′
2) ≥ P (u1,u2)W2(y2|x2).

}

(68)

The probability of E(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x1,x2,y1,y2, C1, C2) (w.r.t. the randomness of the bin assign-

ment) is given by:

Pr{E(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x1,x2,y1,y2, C1, C2)}

= 2−n(R1+R2)

∣

∣

∣

∣

[C1 × C2]
⋂

A(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x1,x2,y1,y2)

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

2−n(R1+R2)

∣

∣

∣

∣

C1

⋂

A1(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x1,y1)

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

2−n(R1+R2)

∣

∣

∣

∣

C2

⋂

A2(u1,u
′
1,u2,u

′
2,x2,y2)

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

+2−n(R1+R2)I{P (u′
1,u

′
2) ≥ P (u1,u2)}, (69)

where the first term stands for errors of type 5, the second and third terms represent errors of types

3 and 4, and the last term is associated with an error where both u′
1 6= u1 and u′

2 6= u1, but the

respective bins both coincide. Passing temporarily to shorthand notation, let us denote

N
∆
=

∣

∣

∣

∣

[C1×C2]
⋂

A

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

C1

⋂

A1

∣

∣

∣

∣

+

∣

∣

∣

∣

C2

⋂

A2

∣

∣

∣

∣

+I{P (u′
1,u

′
2) ≥ P (u1,u2)}

∆
= N12+N1+N2+I. (70)

The next step, as before, is to average over the randomness of all codewords in C1 and C2, To

analyze the large deviations behavior of N12 +N1 +N2, the contributions of the individual random

variables can be handled separately, since Pr{N12+N1+N2 > threshold} is of the same exponential

order of the sum

Pr{N12 > threshold} + Pr{N1 > threshold} + Pr{N2 > threshold}.

Now, N1 and N2 are binomial random variables whose numbers of trials are 2nR1 and 2nR2 , re-

spectively, and whose probabilities of success decay exponentially according to the relevant channel

mutual informations, similarly as before. So their contributions are again analyzed with great

similarly to those of type 1 and type 2 errors.

Finally, it remains to handle N12, which not a binomial random variables, but it can be decom-

posed as the sum (over combinations of conditional types of x′
1 given y1 and of x′

2 given y2) of

products of independent binomial random variables, for which we reuse the notations N1 and N2

(for a given combination of such types). Using the same techniques as in [19, Chap. 6], one can

easily obtain the following generic result concerning the large deviations behavior of N1 · N2: If

N1 is a binomial random variable with 2nA1 trials and probability of success 2−nB1 and N2 is an

independent binomial random variable with 2nA2 trials and probability of success 2−nB2 , then

Pr{N1 · N2 ≥ 2nC}
·
= max

0≤α≤C
Pr{N1 ≥ 2nα} · Pr{N2 ≥ 2n(C−α)}
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·
= 2−nE (71)

with

E =

{

[B1 − A1]+ + [B2 − A2]+ C ≤ [A1 − B1]+ + [A2 − B2]+
∞ C > [A1 − B1]+ + [A2 − B2]+

(72)

Using this fact, it is possible to obtain the contribution of the type 5 error event.

Upon carrying out the analysis along these lines, the state of affairs turns out to be as described

next. In the analysis of the conditional probability of error, the contribution of a given type class,

T (u′
1,u

′
2), of competing source vectors, which are encoded into x′

1 and x′
2 (from given conditional

type classes given y1 and y2, respectively) is the following: the probability of error of type i is of the

exponential order of exp{−n[fi(u
′
1,u

′
2,x

′
1,x

′
2,y1,y2)]+}, i = 1, . . . , 5. Thus, the total conditional

error probability contributed by this combination of types is of the exponential order of

5
∑

i=1

exp{−n[fi(u
′
1,u

′
2,x

′
1,x

′
2,y1,y2)]+}

·
= exp{−n min

i
[fi(u

′
1,u

′
2,x

′
1,x

′
2,y1,y2)]+}

= exp{−n[f0(u
′
1,u

′
2,x

′
1,x

′
2,y1,y2)]+}. (73)

For the total contribution of all type classes, the exponent [f0(u
′
1,u

′
2,x

′
1,x

′
2,y1,y2)]+ should be

minimized over all such combinations of types (that yield the relevant pairwise error event). An

upper bound on this exponent is obtained by selecting the same combination of types as those of the

correct source vectors (instead of taking this minimum), namely, the conditional error probaiblity of

the MAP decoder is simply lower bounded by the exponential order of exp{−n[f0(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2)]+}.

As for the universal decoder, one should minimize the exponent [f0(u
′
1,u

′
2,x

′
1,x

′
2,y1,y2)]+ as well,

but only over the combinations of type classes that are associated with the pairwise error event

of this decoder, namely, those for which f0(u
′
1,u

′
2,x

′
1,x

′
2,y1,y2) ≥ f0(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2). How-

ever, this minimum is exactly [f0(u1,u2,x1,x2,y1,y2)]+, which agrees with that of the upper

bound associated with the MAP decoder.
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